Chelsea Louie’s impeccable study of Catherine Earnshaw shows
the immense possibility of the Portfolio, where the curious
student can reflect both visually and artistically on the subject.
The torn pages and sidebars in Amelia Ollivares’ Heathcliff page
shows how the student can include the teacher’s
recommendations for focus in a new and interesting way. Alex
Gelino’s digitally created Author Page illustrates how technical
shaping can allow the student to include bullet points, lines and
images in packaging that appeals to the ordered mind.
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Mrs. Shockey’s Army of Thinkers
Students were asked to complete work on the three sets of characters, plus
the narrators and the author/time/place. This is an EXTENSIVE project that
encompassed three months of their time, including the option to work
during the COVID-19 break, as enrichment.

1. Catherine/Heathcliff/Edgar
2. Hindley/Isabella
3. Cathy/Hareton/ Linton
4. Nelly/Joseph/Lockwood
5. Author/Time/Place
6. Themes
IB’s new focus is clear, prioritizing student reﬂection over teacher lecture.
The Portfolio is intended to show the student’s thinking process as he/she
goes through the various texts.
I am very proud of the work presented on these pages, and of the students
who graciously created them, or perfected them, and then shared them with
me during the Pandemic.

“I have dreamt in my life, dreams that have stayed with me ever after, and changed my ideas; they have gone
through and through me, like wine through water, and altered the color of my mind. And this is one: I'm going to
tell it - but take care not to smile at any part of it.”
― Emily Brontë, Wuthering Heights

The Left and Right sides of the Portfolio
are important in reﬂecting the student’s
vision of the text.
• The teacher controls the shape of the
right side, often called a “One-Pager”
with template instructions and a certain
focus area, such as character, author,
text, or theme.

Annika Chinchilla, Heathcliff, 2020
--The ﬂip panels allow the student to add additional materials as needed. Students who
are drawn to the narrative aspect of the Portfolio have options to expand the page.

• The student controls the left, which is
meant to reﬂect any areas researched,
connections made, notes, commentaries,
poetry, etc. Left sides on this page: Alicia
Prince, Isabella Arretche, 2020.

Catherine
Featured:
Amelia Ollivares

The marriage of
art, text and
mind is
beautiful. In
these gorgeous
examinations,
Amelia
showcases her
understanding
of commentary
in both visual
and textual
ways.
The Left and Right sides of the Portfolio reﬂect different ways of thinking and
seeing. Not all students are artistic, and therefore the Porfolio can be ﬁlled with
thoughts and quotes. But for the student who sees in pictures, this offers them a new
window into expression and comprehension. The teacher can then fully grasp what
the student is communicating.

Catherine
Earnshaw
Students who prefer verbal
examinations can explore in
pulled out sections or labelled
areas the quotes, implications,
rationale, presentation, and
critical reviews.

The Right sides of the Portfolio shown here are usually suggested by the
teacher, and are looking for responses in predetermined sections. But as
you can see, students are allowed some creative freedom in the way they
present their words, creating a textual frame that is also artistically and
academically pleasing.

Catherine Earnshaw

Featured on these four pages: Hilary
Wong, Kaitlyn Cimino, Kayla Gregorio,
Gianna Villados, Katelyn Nicolas, Palak
Tripathi

Heathcliff
Featured:
Amelia Ollivares

The marriage of
art, text and
mind is
beautiful. In
these gorgeous
examinations,
Amelia
showcases her
understanding
of commentary
in both visual
and textual
ways.
The Left side of the Portfolio shown here includes creative windows with quotes,
character examination, and powerful images of Brontë’s moors, and the storm of
both location and storyline. Combining a study on symbols, themes, attitude,
relationships and dialogue, the student has the ability to reﬂect on multiple aspects
of the text at one time.

Heathcliff
Featured: Mehtab Gil, Kayla Gregorio, Matthew Wiard,
Lucy Kehkejian, Melanie Heineman

Edgar Linton
Featured: Chelsea Louie, Charlize Udria, Kayla Gregorio, Gianna
Villados, Matthew Wiard, Lucy Kehkejian, Katelyn Triance

Edgar Linton

Featured: Charlize Udria,
Kayla Gregorio, Gianna
Villados, Matthew Wiard, Lucy
Kehkejian, Katelyn Triance

The CHILDREN

The CHILDREN
Featured: Alicia Prince, Kayla Gregorio, Gianna
Villados, Vivi Dang, Palak Tripathi, Katelyn Nicolas

Many of the pages in the showcase have focused on
one or two characters, but there are creative ways
to look at groupings, such as the second
generation in Wuthering Heights. Here, an essay is
worked into the One-Pager on parenting in the
time period. This gave students the opportunity to
work in some research.

“

This portfolio brought a
new understanding of the
novel. Not only was I able
to visualize the story
better, but also portray my
own thoughts and
feelings in the way I felt
was most appropriate.
-Alicia Prince

Hindley
&
Isabella
Featured:
Chelsea Louie,
&
Amelia
Ollivares

Both of these
pages are
presented with
images in
black/white. Other
colors can be
added them as
accents, in
sidebars, images,
quotes and
highlighting.

Hindley/Isabella
Featured: Kayla Gregorio, Vivi Dang, Lucy Kehkejian, Garrett Lo,
Katelyn Triance, Bradley Widgen

The narrator pages showed the
students how to identify reliable
and unreliable narrators, and to
discuss the value of a story told
years after the original events
occurred.

Nelly, Joseph, Lockwood

Featured: Kayla Gregorio, Chelsea
Louie, Charlize Udria, Lucy
Kehkejian, Garrett Lo, Melanie
Heineman

“

The portfolio gave us lots of creative leeway to introduce the topics to our
personal interests. Amongst others, this helped make discussion of the
novel more relatable and in turn quotable. - Garrett Lo

Lockwood:
Secondary
Narrator
Featured: Chelsea Louie

Few students chose to study
Lockwood, and yet he is
fascinating and important to
the story. Here, the student
explores how the character of
Lockwood was an impetus
for the story to be told to the
reading public, and how he
interacted with the other
characters.

Themes
Work by Charlize Udria, Alex Gelino, Lucy Kehkejian

Teachers love themes, but students don’t always feel the
same! However, you can see that giving the students the
One-Pager for the focus of theme allowed them to use
shape, sections and graphics to illustrate the theme - as
well as write an essay’s worth of text.

These pages - “Chinese Box Narrative” - reﬂect the “noise”
of the text and what different groups of people are saying
about themselves and the others. In retrospect, this
assignment became MUCH bigger than it was intended,
and I would either limit it seriously, or cut it for next year’s
students. It is important to look at the Chinese Box, but
turned out to be incredibly time-consuming.

Chinese Box Narrative
Work by Alex Gelino, Vivi Dang, Katelyn Triance, Eizabeth Lam,
Melanie Heineman

Author, Time & Place
“
Work by Chelsea Louie, Palak Tripathi,
Vivi Dang, Hilary Wong, Matthew Wiard

Literary Focus

Work by Matthew Wiard, Elizabeth Aviles, Gianna Villados, Vivi Dang, Alex Gelino, Lucy Kehkejian, Mathew Martinez, Katelyn Triance, Palak Tripathi, Elizabeth Lam

Connections

Work by Alex Gelino, Hilary Wong, Mathew Martinez, Garrett Lo, Katelyn Triance, Palak Tripathi, Jasmine Ma, Bradley Widgen

About a quarter of the students did
not turn in their Portfolios during
the COVID-19 break, and I can
imagine what they look like. They
are birds that no one can see ﬂy!
Someday I hope to hold the
portfolios and thumb through the
actual pages, and not just the
digital copies.
When we can touch paper again!
Who knew that we would ever
express this sentiment?

Left Sides

Emily Brontë

Left Sides

I am so proud of you, students.
Your work is exemplary, and your focus on the greater story
is magniﬁcent. The love for story on these pages just makes
my heart sing. I already know that you will do great things in
your junior year, no matter what the actual class
organization looks like. Someday we will have a party and
you can bring these Portfolios. We will look at their pages,
share our successes and frustrations, and smile.
No one else has created this assignment before you.
No other class was offered these creative outlets.
But you will inspire future students with your work, your art,
your dreams and doodles, and your gifts. They will look with
wide eyes at what YOU created and try to emulate your
precision, your joy, and your commentary.
Be happy and well. Until we meet again...
I love you,
-Mrs. Shockey

